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May

3 May Last day to withdraw from first semester papers (5pm deadline)

6 May Live streaming of 11 & 18 May 2019 Graduation ceremonies

7 May Quality Forum: Captivating & exciting learning in large classes

11 May Graduation ceremonies

18 May Graduation ceremonies

31 May Lectures cease before mid-year examinations

June

3 JuneQueen’s Birthday

5 June First semester examinations begin

19 June First semester examinations end

25 June Due date for submission of papers for course approval by students taking only second
semester papers
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In this May 2019 newsletter you will once again find a
number of items to think about and read. Look out for the
regular features listing distance education-related journals,
professional associations, conferences and other events

Reading about Distance learning (a
regular feature)
Below is a list of journals and other publications about the
teaching and the administration of distance courses and
working with distance students.

Journal of Learning for Development
(JL4D)

"The Journal of Learning for Development (JL4D) is an open
access journal published by the Commonwealth of Learning
(CoL). It provides a forum for the publication of research with
a focus on innovation in learning and its contribution to
sustainable development.

JL4D publishes research articles, book reviews and reports
from the field from researchers, scholars and practitioners,
and seeks to engage a broad audience across that spectrum.
It aims to encourage contributors starting their careers, as

well as to publish the work of established and senior scholars from the Commonwealth and
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beyond."

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Open Praxis

"Open Praxis is a peer-reviewed open access scholarly journal focusing on research and innovation
in open, distance and flexible education. It is published by the International Council for Open and
Distance Education - ICDE

Open Praxis welcomes contributions which demonstrate creative and innovative research, and
which highlight challenges, lessons and achievements in the practice of distance and e-learning from
all over the world. An article may present research or surveys of recent work, describe original work,
or discuss new technology and its possibilities, implications and/or other related issues."

________________________________________________________________________________________________

The International Review of Research in Open and Distributed Learning
(IRRODL)

Formerly named the International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning, "IRRODL is a
refereed, open access e-journal that disseminates original research, theory, and best practice in
open and distributed learning worldwide. IRRODL is available free-of-charge to anyone with access
to the Internet, and there are no article submission or access charges for publication in this open
journal.

The Journal targets both researchers and practitionares of open and distance education systems. It
thus aims to improve the quality of basic and applied research while also addressing the need for
this knowledge to be translated into polices and activities that improve educational opportunity for
students and teachers."

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Distance Education

"Distance Education is a peer-reviewed journal of the Open and Distance Learning Association of
Australia, Inc. (ODLAA). The journal publishes research and scholarly material in the fields of open,
distance and flexible education where learners are free from the constraints of the time, pace and
place of study."

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Journal of Open, Flexible and Distance Learning
(JOFDL)

JOFDL publishes articles from around the world relating to primary research investigations,
literature reviews, the application of open education innovations, and experiences of blended
learning as well as teaching at a distance in any sector of education or training. Theoretical and
empirically based research articles as well as case studies of practice and book reviews are invited
for submission.

The Journal of Flexible, Open and Distance Learning is the scholarly journal of the Flexible Learning
Association of New Zealand (FLANZ).

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Open Learning: The Journal of Open, Distance and e-
Learning

Open Learning is a leading international journal in the field of open, flexible and distance learning.
The Journal is widely subscribed to and read throughout the world by those in specialist distance
education institutions, and also by those using distance, flexible and technology based forms of
learning in conventional education and training contexts.

Open Learning publishes three kinds of article:

theoretical and evidence-based scholarly articles reflecting developments in open, distance
and e-learning
shorter practical articles describing the implementation of forms of open, flexible and
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distance learning likely to interest our international readership
book reviews

Articles are peer reviewed by an international panel of experts in the field, are accepted from
contributors world wide and reflect developments in the field globally.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

The American Journal of Distance
Education (AJDE)

"The American Journal of Distance Education (AJDE) is internationally recognized as the journal of
record of research and scholarship in the field of American distance education.

With distance education having moved from the margins to the mainstream at all levels of
education and training, and increasing numbers of individuals and institutions becoming involved,
The American Journal of Distance Education provides a unique depository of previous research as
well as the most recent research-based knowledge about all aspects of the pedagogy of the field.
Peer reviewed articles provide reports on the latest findings in such areas as:

building and sustaining effective delivery systems;
course design and application of instructional design theories;
facilitating interaction between students and with instructors;
factors influencing student achievement and satisfaction;
the changing roles of faculty and changes in institutional culture; and
administrative and policy issues including cost-effectiveness and copyright."

The editor of AJDE is Professor Michael G. Moore, who is very well-known in distance education for
having developed, among other useful frameworks and ideas, the notion of "transactional distance".
Professor Moore is not only the editor of AJDE, but its founder as well.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Looking for an education-
technology related conference?
(regular feature)
If so, search this directory of 1,700 upcoming education and
technology conferences from around the world.

You can now search the 40th edition of the Educational
Technology and Related Education Conferences by Contact
North I Contact Nord Research Associate, Clayton R. Wright

(crwr77@gmail.com).

Just click here to find this very useful and searchable directory.

Webinar: Towards understanding
student engagement in online and
blended learning
The recording of a webinar session on student engagement

in online settings is now available from the Flexible Learning Association of New Zealand (FLANZ)

Join Dr Cheryl Brown as she unpacks some of the contradictions and complexities in the way
engagement is conceptualised by students in an online and blended learning context.

Dr Brown is Associate Professor of e-Learning & co-Director of the e-Learning Lab at the University
of Canterbury.

Find the webinar here.

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/hajd20/current
https://ed.psu.edu/lps/adult-education/faculty/michael-g-moore
https://contactnorth.ca
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'Must-read' books on online
learning
Books on online learning, for all those interested in the
expansion and improvement of online learning!

Another great resource from Contact North|North. The list of
must-read books can be found here.

Latest issues of distance education
journals
There are a number of journals publishing articles about
distance education. Here are the latest issues of a couple of
them.

The American Journal of Distance Education Volume 33,
Number 2, April–June 2019

EDITORIAL

The American Center for the Study of Distance Education
Reestablished by William C. Diehl

ARTICLES

Exploring the Effects of Learning Environment on Transfer, Student Perceptions, and Instructor
Accommodations in an Undergraduate Course Sequence by John E. Wisneski & Gamze Ozogul

Segmenting Educational Content: Long-Form vs. Short-Form Online Learning Modules by Diego Méndez-
Carbajo & Scott A. Wolla

The Case of Turkish University Students and MOOCs by Serhat Kurt

The gap between student perceptions and expectations of quality support services at the

University of South Africa by Mpine Makoe & Asteria Nsamba

Online Digital Media: The Uptake of YouTube-based Digital Clinical Education (DCE) by Karan Rangarajan,
Khalil Begg, & Bhaskar Somani

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Open Learning: The Journal of Open, Distance and e-Learning, Volume 34, Issue 2, June 2019 

Editorial

Denise Whitelock

Pages: 135-138 | DOI: 10.1080/02680513.2019.1604212

Articles

Considering the role of the distance student experience in student satisfaction and retention
Madeleine Bornschlegl & D. Cashman

Pages: 139-155 | DOI: 10.1080/02680513.2018.1509695

Forms of innovation inspired by open educational resources: a post-project analysis
Tim Coughlan, Rebecca Pitt & Robert Farrow
Pages: 156-175 | DOI: 10.1080/02680513.2018.1552579

Case Reports

https://contactnorth.ca
https://teachonline.ca/tools-trends/must-read-books-on-online-learning
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https://www.tandfonline.com/action/doSecureKeyLogin?uuid=6ef53559-9958-4e25-b642-2a2c13fe4dbd&dateTime=201905030439&key=%2B8hhzphZ3Ijm7ASaVH9clo%2BXq%2BaIUAho%2Bo3BL2xmeP8%3D&uri=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tandfonline.com%2Fdoi%2Ffull%2F10.1080%2F02680513.2018.1509695%3Fai%3Duj%26ui%3D627l%26af%3DH
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/doSecureKeyLogin?uuid=6ef53559-9958-4e25-b642-2a2c13fe4dbd&dateTime=201905030439&key=%2B8hhzphZ3Ijm7ASaVH9clo%2BXq%2BaIUAho%2Bo3BL2xmeP8%3D&uri=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tandfonline.com%2Fdoi%2Ffull%2F10.1080%2F02680513.2018.1552579%3Fai%3Duj%26ui%3D627l%26af%3DH


Using reflection to improve distance learning course delivery: a case study of teaching a
management information systems course
Adil Fathelrahman
Pages: 176-186 | DOI: 10.1080/02680513.2018.1508338

Articles

Exploring factors impacting student engagement in open access courses
Mahsood Shah & Ming Cheng
Pages: 187-202 | DOI: 10.1080/02680513.2018.1508337

Interactive statistics for a diverse student population
Rachel Hilliam & Carol Calvert
Pages: 203-210 | DOI: 10.1080/02680513.2017.1386095

Open, flexible and distance
learning (OFDL) links (regular
feature)
A list of links to various OFDL-related professional
associations and organisations.

Let us know about more we can add to this growing list.

Ako Aotearoa - https://akoaotearoa.ac.nz/ 
The Flexible Learning Association of New Zealand (FLANZ) - http://flanz.org.nz/
The Association for Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE) - http://www.aace.org/
Australasian Council on Open, Distance and eLearning (ACODE) - http://www.acode.edu.au/
Contact North|Nord - https://contactnorth.ca/
The eLearning Guild - https://www.elearningguild.com/
International Council for Distance Education (ICDE) - http://www.icde.org/
LinkedIn elearning resources - https://learning.linkedin.com/for-higher-education
Open and Distance Learning Association of Australia (ODLAA) - https://odlaa.org/
Australasian Society for Computers in Learning in Tertiary Education (ascilite) -
https://ascilite.org/

Contact the Distance Learning Office (distance.learning@otago.ac.nz) to let us know about more
links to add to this list.
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